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Case Citations

Chapter 2 - Domicil

Topic 1 - Meaning and General Requirements of Domicil

Restat 2d of Conflict of Laws, § 11

§ 11 Domicil

(1) Domicil is a place, usually a person's home, to which the rules of Conflict of Laws sometimes accord determinative
significance because of the person's identification with that place.

(2) Every person has a domicil at all times and, at least for the same purpose, no person has more than one domicil
at a time.

COMMENTS & ILLUSTRATIONS: Comment on Subsection (1):

a. Definition of domicil. A person's domicil is usually the place where he has his home. But some persons have no
home in the ordinary sense while others have two or more. Certain persons also lack capacity to acquire a domicil of
choice, and in such instances the law may assign them as their domicil a place where their home is not located (see §§
22-23). The rule applicable to a person who has two or more dwelling places is stated in § 20.

b. Two problems involving domicil. One problem is to locate the place of a person's domicil. A second problem is
to determine the legal consequences which flow from the fact that a particular place is a person's domicil. The first of
these problems is the one to which this Chapter is devoted. The second is briefly discussed in Comments c and d and is
dealt with more fully in later chapters of this Restatement.

c. Function of domicil in Conflict of Laws. A person may go to many different states during his lifetime. Yet it is
desirable that some of his legal interests should at all times be determined by a single law. For this reason, each system
of law endows every person with a "personal law" which follows him in his travels and determines certain of his most
important legal interests. In Anglo-American countries, this is the law of the person's domicil; under other legal
systems, it is the law of his nationality.

The functions served by domicil in Conflict of Laws fall into three broad categories. These are judicial jurisdiction;
choice of law, particularly in matters where continuity of application of the same law is important, as family law and
decedents' estates; and governmental benefits and burdens.

A state may exercise judicial jurisdiction to render through its courts a personal judgment against its domiciliaries
whether or not they happen to be within its territory at the time of service of process (see § 29). The state where at least
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one of the spouses is domiciled at the time of suit may terminate their marriage by divorce (see § 71); such a state may
likewise issue a decree of judicial separation (see § 75) or of annulment (see § 76). In the area of choice of law, the law
of a person's domicil may determine such matters relating to his personal status as the validity of his marriage (see §
283) and his legitimacy (see § 287). The same law governs the transfer of his movable property upon death; it
determines the validity of his will with respect to such property (see § 263) or its distribution in the event of intestacy
(see § 260). With respect to governmental benefits and burdens, the state of a person's domicil allows him to vote and to
hold public office and may support him in case of need. Conversely, this state may subject him to certain forms of
personal taxes and may impose an inheritance tax upon all of his intangibles.

d. Function of domicil in intrastate matters. Domicil also plays an important role in intrastate matters. Under the
local law of many states, the county or other political subdivision where a person is domiciled is the place where he may
be sued (venue) and where substituted service may be made upon him, where his will may be offered for probate upon
his death, where he may vote and is entitled to school privileges or to a settlement under the poor laws, and where he
may be subjected to certain forms of personal taxation.

e. Duration of domicil. In certain situations, a state may require that a person be domiciled in its territory for a
specified period of time before its local law may be applied or its tribunals invoked. For example, it is customary for a
state to require a period of domicil (usually referred to as "residence" in this context) in its territory before a petition for
divorce may be filed there.

f. Place of domicil. The Restatementof this Subject is concerned primarily with interstate and international matters,
not with intrastate matters. For purposes of Conflict of Laws, as the subject is dealt with in this Restatement, it is
necessary to fix domicil only within a state, though for intrastate purposes it may be necessary to fix it within a local
subdivision of a state. Domicil is usually fixed in a particular dwelling, in which case it would also be fixed in the city,
county and state which contain the dwelling. On occasion, it may be impossible to fix domicil more definitely than in a
city or state, either because it has never been fixed definitely in adwelling, or because it has once been so fixed and the
dwelling has been given up or destroyed.

Illustrations:1. A dies intestate leaving chattels in states X and Y. In determining whether the chattels shall be
distributed under the local law of X or of Y, it is necessary only to fix A's domicil within the territory of one of these
states.

2. Under the local law of state X, the amount of tax on A's personal property and the place of payment depend on
whether A is domiciled in one or another county of X. To determine these questions, it is necessary that A's domicil be
fixed within the boundaries of a county.

g. Area of domicil. Domicil cannot be fixed in a broader unit than a territory having a separate system of law;
otherwise the concept would not serve its essential purpose of designating the personal law of the individual involved.
Thus, it is proper for purposes of Conflict of Laws to do no more than find that a person's domicil is in Norway, since
that nation has a single body of law extending throughout its territory. On the other hand, it would usually be
insufficient for Conflict of Laws purposes to find a person domiciled in the United States, since State law, and not
national law, governs most of the matters with which the concept of domicil is concerned. Hence, it is necessary in this
country to fix a man's domicil within the territory of a State.

Illustrations:3. Each unit of federal territory, including the District of Columbia, has its own law. A has his home in
the city of Washington; his domicil is not in "federal territory" in general but in the District of Columbia.

4. The District of Columbia was originally formed of a portion north of the Potomac ceded by Maryland and a
portion south of the Potomac, including Alexandria, ceded by Virginia. A different law prevailed in each portion of the
District. The portion of the District south of the Potomac was afterwards retroceded to Virginia. While this portion was
still part of the District of Columbia, A had his home in Alexandria; his domicil was not in the District of Columbia but
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in the southern portion of that District.

h. Relation between domicil and home. When a person has one home and only one home, his domicil is in the place
where his home is, except as stated in § 16, Comment c and §§ 22-23, relating to domicil in a vehicle and to persons
who lack legal capacity to acquire a domicil of choice.

Not all persons have homes, but every person must have a domicil (see Comment m). When a person has no home,
the law still assigns him a domicil. As to the rule for determining domicil in such a case, see § 19. Some persons have
more than one home; they nevertheless have but one domicil at a time. The rule for determining a person's domicil
when he has two or more homes is stated in § 20.

i. Other meanings of domicil. Domicil is sometimes used in senses other than the sense set forth here. Among the
more important of these are the following: "Matrimonial domicil" is frequently used to designate the state whose local
law governs the respective rights of the spouses in each other's personal property. At one time, the term was also an
important concept in divorce litigation and referred to the state where the spouses had their last common domicil.
"Commercial domicil" appears in at least two contexts. In the field of taxation, it is sometimes used to indicate the state
where a corporation, which has been incorporated elsewhere, maintains its main office and principal place of business.
In the law of war, "commercial domicil" or "enemy domicil" is an expression frequently employed by the courts in
determining whether enemy status should be attributed to a natural person or corporation. Here the term means actual
and voluntary residence, or the carrying on of business, in a hostile country or in territory occupied by the enemy.
"Domicil" is also used in many countries to express a different legal conception as, for instance, the French doctrine of
elected domicil at a person's place of business where legal service may be had upon him. Domicil in these different
senses should be distinguished from domicil in the common law Conflict of Laws sense, which is the only meaning of
domicil used in the Restatement of this Subject.

j. Nationality and citizenship. In Anglo-American countries, domicil is the most important place to which a person
is related for legal purposes. It is not, however, the only such place. Thus the state of a person's nationality or
citizenship usually has judicial jurisdiction to render through its courts a personal judgment against him at a time when
he is outside its territory (see § 31); this state may also hold him subject to its law in important respects (see § 9,
Comment f).

k. Use of word "residence". Statutes in the United States rarely speak in terms of domicil but use "residence"
instead. Residence is an ambiguous word whose meaning in a legal phrase must be determined in each case. Frequently
it is used in a sense equivalent to domicil. On occasion it means something more than domicil, namely, a domicil at
which a person actually dwells. On the other hand, it may mean something else than domicil, namely, a place where the
individual has an abode or where he has settled down to live for a period of time, but not necessarily with such an
intention of making a home there as to create a domicil. The phrase "legal residence" is sometimes used as the
equivalent of domicil.

In the absence of evidence of a contrary legislative intent, "residence" in a statute is generally interpreted:

As being the equivalent of domicil in statutes relating to judicial jurisdiction, voting, eligibility to hold office,
exemptions (other than homestead) from the claims of creditors, liability for inheritance and poll taxes, and certain
personal property taxes.

As meaning a domicil at which the person in question actually dwells in statutes relating to the competence of a
divorce court and homestead exemption laws.

As meaning the place where a person dwells without regard to domicil in statutes relating to income taxation,
attachment, school privileges and constructive service on nonresident motorists.

With respect to statutes relating to venue, the cases are divided as to whether residence is the equivalent of domicil
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or means the place where the person in question dwells without regard to domicil. In statutes relating to gaining a
settlement under the poor laws, residence may mean a domicil, or a domicil at which the person in question dwells, or
the place where he dwells without regard to domicil.

l. Corporations. When a domicil is assigned to a corporation, it is always in the state of incorporation. No useful
purpose, however, is served by assigning a domicil to a corporation. Most of the uses which the concept of domicil
serves for individuals (see Comments c and d) are inapplicable to corporations, which do not, for example, vote, marry,
become divorced, beget or bear children and bequeath property. Certain problems, as judicial jurisdiction and the power
to tax and to regulate, are common both to individuals and corporations. But unlike an individual, a corporation has a
state of incorporation. This state may tax the corporation, exercise judicial jurisdiction over it and regulate its corporate
activities. It is both inaccurate and unnecessary to explain the existence of these powers on the ground that the
corporation has its domicil in the state of its incorporation.

Attribution of a domicil to a corporation may lead to complications and confusion and should be avoided. There is
the danger that the word "resident" in a statute will be construed to mean domiciliary as applied to corporations for no
other reason than that it has previously been given that meaning in the case of natural persons. For example, a
corporation which does all its business in state X, and therefore is most closely related to that state, might be held not to
be a "resident" of X within the meaning of a statute if it was incorporated in state Y and hence "domiciled" there.
Results such as this may best be avoided by determining, without regard to the concept of domicil, what meaning such
terms as "resident" and "non-resident" should bear as applied to corporations in order best to effectuate the purpose of
the statute in which they appear.

As stated in Comment i, the term "commercial domicil" is sometimes used to designate a state where a corporation,
although incorporated elsewhere, maintains its main office and principal place of business.

Comment on Subsection (2):

m. Necessity of a single domicil. Since the law of a person's domicil determines many of his important interests
(see Comment c), it is essential that everyone have a domicil. Even though a person has no home, he must nevertheless
have a domicil.

A person may have no more than one domicil at a time, at least for the same purpose. If this were not the case, and
if a person might have domicils in two or more states at the same time and for the same purpose, the concept of domicil
could not be used to select the state whose law governs certain of the person's important legal interests (see Comment
n).

n. Domicil under the laws of different states. The issue as to the location of a person's domicil may arise in
independent proceedings with different parties in two or more states. In such instances, conflicting conclusions are
sometimes reached either because (1) the states involved have different rules on the subject of domicil or (2) even
though the rules of domicil are the same, different inferences are drawn by the courts from the facts presented. Unless
there is a common reviewing tribunal, each decision stands.

o. Domicil under the law of a single state. The question may arise whether, even under the law of a single state, a
person may have one domicil for one purpose (as jurisdiction to give him a divorce) and another domicil for a second
purpose (as jurisdiction to impose an inheritance tax upon all his intangibles). As a general proposition, the answer to
this question is in the negative. The core of the domicil concept remains constant in all situations. With rare exceptions,
the courts assume that the rules of domicil are the same for all purposes, and it is customary for them to cite
indiscriminately in their opinions cases dealing with domicil for purposes other than the one immediately involved.

What has been said above, however, stands in need of elaboration. Domicil serves a large number of purposes, and
undoubtedly somewhat different reasons and motivations underlie its use for certain of these purposes. It may therefore
be expected that the courts will on occasion be either more or less inclined to find a person domiciled in a state for one
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purpose (as to give him a divorce) than for another purpose (as to subject him to substituted service or to certain forms
of taxation). The extent to which actual court decisions are affected by this consideration is obscured by two factors: (1)
even within a single state the courts do not always use identical language in stating the rules of domicil, particularly
those relating to the required attitude of mind toward the place in question and (2) the rules, however phrased, are
extremely general and flexible in operation. Domicil for diversity of citizenship purposes is governed by federal law and
may differ from domicil in the local law of a state.

To reiterate, the core of domicil is everywhere the same. But in close cases, decision of a question of domicil may
sometimes depend upon the purpose for which the domicil concept is used in the particular case.

p. Necessity of domicil in town or city. A person does not always have a domicil in a lesser political unit than a
state. It may be that at a given time such a person is not domiciled in any municipal subdivision of a state although he is
domiciled within the state (see Comment f).

Illustration:5. A abandons his home and starts for California where he intends to make his home for the rest of his
life. Upon arriving at Sacramento, he decides to go to Los Angeles to make his home. He dies before arriving in Los
Angeles. A may be found domiciled in California, but in no county or city in the State.

REPORTERS NOTES: Changes: The only substantial change is the addition of the last sentence of the second
paragraph of Comment o. Other changes are to amend the commentary so that it is sex-neutral.

Comment a: Compare the statement by Justice Holmes in Bergner & Engel Brewing Co. v. Dreyfus, 172 Mass. 154,
157, 51 N.E. 531, 532 (1898) that ". . . what the law means by domicile is the one technically pre-eminent headquarters,
which, as a result either of fact or of fiction, every person is compelled to have in order that by aid of it certain rights
and duties which have been attached to it by the law may be determined."

See also Scoles and Hay, Conflict of Laws 173-176 (1984).

Comment j: For a consideration of the relative advantages and disadvantages of domicil and nationality as
connecting factors, see Scoles and Hay, Conflict of Laws 167-170 (1984); 1 Rabel, Conflict of Laws, Ch. 4 (2d ed.
1958).

Comment k: For a discussion of the various meanings of residence, see Reese and Green, That Elusive Word
"Residence," 6 Vand.L.Rev. 561 (1953); McClean, The Meaning of Residence, 11 Int'l & Comp.L.Q. 1153 (1962);
Beale, Residence and Domicil, 4 Iowa L.Bull. 3 (1918). See also Manuel v. American Employers Insurance Co., 228
So.2d 321 (La.App.1969).

Comment l: Among the writers who support the view that a corporation should not be assigned a domicil are Cook,
The Logical and Legal Bases of the Conflict of Laws 207-210 (1942); Stevens, Corporations § 13 (2d ed. 1949);
Francis, The Domicil of a Corporation, 38 Yale L.J. 335 (1929). See Note, 14 U.Det.L.J. 136 (1951).

Comment n: A single estate has been subjected to multiple inheritance taxation because of conflicting holdings as
to the State in which the decedent was domiciled at the time of his death. In re Dorrance's Estate, 115 N.J.Eq. 268, 170
A. 601 (1934), aff'd 116 N.J.L. 362, 184 A. 743 (1936), cert. den. 298 U.S. 678 (1936); In re Dorrance's Estate, 309 Pa.
151, 163 A. 303 (1932). The Constitution, as a rule, does not afford protection against such conflicting holdings. Cory
v. White, 457 U.S. 85 (1982); Worcester County Trust Co. v. Riley, 302 U.S. 292 (1937). In one case, the Supreme Court
found that it had jurisdiction of an original bill filed by one of the contending States because the aggregate amount of
taxes claimed by all the States involved exceeded the value of the estate. The Supreme Court then determined the State
in which the decedent was domiciled at the time of his death and held that only this State could impose an inheritance
tax upon all of the decedent's intangibles. Texas v. Florida, 306 U.S. 398 (1939). Cf. California v. Texas, 457 U.S. 164
(1982). See generally Farage, Multiple Domicils and Multiple Inheritance Taxes -- A Possible Solution, 9
Geo.Wash.L.Rev. 375 (1941); Tweed and Sargent, Death and Taxes are Certain -- But What of Domicile?, 53
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Harv.L.Rev. 68 (1939).

Comment o: So far as is known, there is no authority directed squarely to the question whether the meaning of
domicil is always the same for all purposes. The question could only be decided in the unlikely situation where the same
court was asked to determine the location of a person's domicil at a given time for two or more purposes. It has been
held that domicil for diversity of citizenship purposes is governed by federal law and may differ from domicil in the
local law of a state. See, e.g., Stifel v. Hopkins, 477 F.2d 1116, 1124 (6th Cir. 1973); Wright, Federal Courts 146-147
(4th ed. 1983).

It has been said that "while there may be only one domicile for any particular purpose in the law it does not
necessarily follow that the same concept of domicile will inevitably be the same in different areas of the law." Gladwin
v. Power, 21 A.D.2d 665, 249 N.Y.S.2d 980 (1st Dep't 1964). In that case, it was held that a person could have a domicil
within the meaning of the New York Election Law in a place different from that in which she lived with her family.
Other decisions which suggest by way of dictum that the meaning of domicil may vary somewhat from purpose to
purpose are: Woolridge v. McKenna, 8 Fed. 650, 683-684 (D.Tenn. 1881); McDonald v. Hartford Trust Co., 104 Conn.
169, 132 Atl. 902 (1926); First Nat. Bank v. Balcom, 35 Conn. 351 (1868); Smith v. Croom, 7 Fla. 81, 150 (1857) ("The
term domicile has a variety of significations dependent upon its various applications."); In re Estate of Jones, 192 Iowa
78, 81, 182 N.W. 227, 229 (1921) ("Definitions given in regard to the method of ascertaining the domicile for one
purpose are not always applicable in ascertaining the domicile for another purpose."); Abington v. Inhabitants of North
Bridgewater, 23 Pick. (40 Mass.) 170, 177 (1839) (". . . a man can have only one domicil, for one purpose, at one and
the same time."); Dupuy v. Wurtz, 53 N.Y. 556 (1873); In re Lyon's Estate, 117 Misc. 189, 191 N.Y.S. 260 (Surr.Ct.
1921).

See also Cook, The Logical and Legal Bases of the Conflict of Laws 194-210 (1942); Reese, Does Domicil Bear a
Single Meaning?, 55 Colum.L.Rev. 589 (1955); Ehrenzweig, Conflict of Laws 240 (1962).

Comment p: See Winans v. Winans, 205 Mass. 388, 91 N.E. 394 (1910); Stumberg, Conflict of Laws 21-24 (3d ed.
1963).
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